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For ! community of 

Orofino, Idaho

and ! surr"n#ng 

areas 

(inclu#ng all ! Maniacs)



Tall, tight bookshelves, 

no room for groups or classes.

Cramped and awkward spaces 

to support perusing masses.

Not enough computers.

“You will have to wait.”

Tables are full, no chairs to spare.

Is this the library’s fate?
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Tech classes, genealogy, 

learn if you’re a “Daughter.”

Over 50 libraries connected:

use Valnet as a spotter.

Librarians! What a resource!

They give good suggestions.

Book clubs, languages, 

find answers to your questions.
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Story time is crowded.

The kids can’t see the pages.

Craft time’s not much better;

have to cut and glue in stages.

Three computer stations

for resume, mail, or searches.

The only place to study that

doesn’t require a purchase.
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But oh, the wondrous idea!

Oh, the fabulous intent! 

That our friendly little library, 

where materials are read and lent, 

might someday offer space: 

meeting rooms, laptops, and more -

with room to house each visitor 

coming through our door.
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If you can give a little - even a lot -

an offering of any kind.

Your gift will buy materials

to nurture body and mind.

Let's not just make proposals 

and talk about our dream. 

Let's stand behind our project 

and fund it as a team!
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